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Lecture 13 Highlights

I The dictionary problem (find, insert, delete).

I Python’s hash.

I Hash functions and hash tables.
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Lecture 14, Plan

I Using hash functions and hash table to solve the dictionary
problem in O(1) time per operation on average.

I Resolving collisions using chaining.

I Measuring maximum load experimentally: Small and large cases.

I Cuckoo hashing.
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Dynamic Data Structure: Dictionary (reminder)

A dictionary is a data structure supporting efficient insert, delete, and
search operations.

We will introduce hash functions, and use them to build hash tables.
These hash tables will be used here to implement dictionaries.

In our setting, there is a dynamic (changing with time) collection of
up to n items. Every item is an object that is identified by a key. For
example, items may be instances of our Student class, and the keys
are students’ names.

We remark that in our setting, keys of different items are unique.
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Dictionary Setting
I There is a very large universe of keys, U .
I Within this universe, we wish to process a much smaller set of

keys, K, containing up to n keys.
I The keys in the set K are initially unknown.
I We wish to map the set K to a table, T = {0, . . . ,m− 1} of

size m, where m ≈ n.
I The mapping is by a (fixed) hash function, h : U 7→ T .
I Note that h does not depend on K.

Figure from MIT algorithms course, 2008.
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Constructing the Hash Table: A Very Small Example

Initially, we’ll insert 6 students’ records in a hash table with m = 11
entries. We’ll check how insertions are distributed, and in particular
what the maximum number of collisions.

Our hash table will be a list with a fixed number of m = 11 entries.
Each entry will contain a list with a variable length. Initially, each
entry of the hash table is a distinct empty list.

The hash function maps strings (possible names of students) to the
range {0, 1, . . . , 10} (indices in the hash table). Given a student, we
apply the hash function to its name, which is the key in our case.
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Two Approaches for Dealing with Collisions

1) Chaining:

In our example of hashing students’ names, we are going to use
chaining. We will implement and analyze chaining on this small list
and also on much larger examples.
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Resolving Collisions Using Chaining

In our example of hashing students’ names, we are going to use
chaining for resolving collisions. We will implement and analyze
chaining on this small list and then on much larger examples.

We process the 6 items (students’ records) to be inserted into the
hash table one by one. For each item, we apply the hash function,
hash mod, to its key (the student’s name). The result is an integer,
`, which is an index of an entry in the hash table (0 ≤ ` ≤ m− 1).

We access the `-th element in the hash table, which is a list. We
search this list sequentially. If an equal item is not found in this list,
we append “our student” at the end of the list.
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Dictionary Setting: The Student Class, Revised
The key will be the name, while the value will be the pair id,grade.
class Student:

def __init__(self):

self.name = generate_name ()

self.id = random.randint (2*10**7 ,6*10**7)

self.grade = random.randint (19 ,99)

def __repr__(self):

return str.format(" <{},{},{}>",

self.name ,self.id ,self.grade)

def __lt__(self , other):

return self.name < other.name

def students(n):

return [ Student () for i in range(n)]

def next_prime(start ):

for i in range(start ,2* start):

if is_prime(i):

return i
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Dictionary Operations: Python Code (find)

def find(candidate_key ,table ,func=hash ,mod =0):

if mod ==0:

mod=len(table)

i=hash_mod(candidate_key ,mod ,func)

list_of_items=table[i]

k=contained(candidate_key ,list_of_items)

# print(i,k) # diagnostic print

if k != None: # key exists in table

return list_of_items[k].id,list_of_items[k].grade

else:

return None
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Dictionary Operations: Python Code (insert)

def insert(new_item ,table ,func=hash ,mod =0):

""" insert an item into a hash table. If key already

exists , the value is updated. Default mod for

hash_mod is table ’s size. Always returns None """

if mod ==0:

mod=len(table)

i=hash_mod(new_item.name ,mod ,func)

list_of_items=table[i]

k=contained(new_item.name ,list_of_items)

if k != None: # key exists in table

# print(list_of_items[k]) # diagnostic print

list_of_items[k]= new_item

# print(list_of_items[k]) # diagnostic print

else:

list.append(list_of_items ,new_item)

return None
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Underlying Dictionary Operations: Revised Python Code
(hash mod and contained)

def hash_mod(key ,p,func=hash):

return func(key) % p

def contained(candidate_key ,list_of_items ):

""" checks if item is a member in list_of_items

returns location in list (if found), or None """

for k in range(len(list_of_items )):

if candidate_key == list_of_items[k].name:

return k # return index of candidate in list

return None
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Initializing the Hash Table

def hash_table(m):

return [[] for i in range(m)]

# initial hash table , m different empty entries

>> ht=hash_table (10)

>>> ht

[[], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], []]

>>> ht[0] == ht[1]

True

>>> ht[0] is ht[1]

False

Since our table is a list of lists, and lists are mutable, we should be
careful even when initializing the list.
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Initializing the Hash Table, cont.

Consider an alternative initialization

def bogus_hash_table(m):

empty =[]

return [empty for i in range(m)]

# initial hash table , m empty entries

>>> ht=bogus_hash_table (10)

>>> ht

[[], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], []]

>>> ht[0] == ht[1]

True

>>> ht[0] is ht[1]

True

The entries produced by bogus hash table(n) are identical.
Therefore, mutating one mutate all of them:

>>> list.append(ht[0],7)

>>> ht

[[7], [7], [7], [7], [7], [7], [7], [7], [7], [7]]
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Initializing the Hash Table, cont.

The following code does produce the desired outcome, and is an
alternative to the first code presented.

def fixed_hash_table(m):

empty =[]

return [list(empty) for i in range(m)]

# initial hash table , m empty entries

>>> ht=fixed_hash_table (10)

>>> ht[0] is ht[1]

False

>>> list.append(ht[0],7)

>>> ht

[[7], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], []]
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A Small Example with n = 6 and m = 11
>>> ht=hash_table (11)

>>> st=students (6)

>>> insert(st[0],ht,mod =11) # inserting an item

>>> ht

[[],[],[],[],[< Lebcja Lnifvcdo ,22342180 ,50 >] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[]]

>>> insert(st[0],ht,mod =11) # re -inserting same item

>>> ht

[[],[],[],[],[< Lebcja Lnifvcdo ,22342180 ,50 >] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[]]

>>> for elem in st: # inserting n=6 items

insert(elem ,ht,mod =11)

>>> for i in range (11): # printing 11 hash table entries

print(ht[i])

[<Vqbuc Oifvlb ,23741272 ,34 >]

[<Oznsq Dhqybcjs ,20832587 ,30 >]

[]

[]

[<Lebcja Lnifvcdo ,22342180 ,50 > , <Nfzml Juoksm ,32983836 ,52 >]

[<Rlds Jevmrt ,22459615 ,55 >]

[]

[]

[<Xbradg Cjtfl ,31028001 ,41 >]

[]

[]
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A Small Example with n = 6 and m = 11, cont.

We now try to find some objects.

>>> st[0]

<Lebcja Lnifvcdo ,22342180 ,50 >

>>> find(st[0],ht,mod =11)

# result is None: we search for keys , not complete items

>>> find(st[0].name ,ht,mod =11)

(22342180 , 50) # result is a 2-tuple: id and grade

>>> find("Walt Disney",ht,mod =11)

# result is None: we searched for a non existing key
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Measuring the Maximal Load

We are interested in the maximal number of collisions across all
entries in the hash table. We denote this value by max load(table).

def max_load(table):

""" max load and no. times attained """

max_load= max(len(elem) for elem in table)

return max_load ,len([i for i in range(len(table))

if len(table[i])== max_load ])

This function returns the maximal load, as well as the number of
entries attaining this maximal value.

Continuing the previous, small example:

>>> max_load(ht)

(2, 1) # one collision of two items
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Preparing Larger Hash Table and Students’ Lists
def hash_table(m):

return [[] for i in range(m)]

# initial hash table , m empty entries

def students(n):

return [ Student () for i in range(n)]

The sizes of our hash tables will be prime numbers. The following
two functions will be useful: is prime checks if a number is prime.
next prime produces the first prime greater or equal to its argument.
def is_prime(m):

""" probabilistic test for m’s compositeness """

for i in range (0 ,100):

a = random.randint(1,m-1) # a random integer in [1..m-1]

if pow(a,m-1,m) != 1:

return False

else:

return True

def next_prime(start ):

for i in range(start ,2* start):

if is_prime(i):

return i
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Collisions’ Sizes: Throwing Balls into Bins
We throw n balls (items) at random (uniformly and independently)
into m bins (hash table entries). The distribution of balls in the bins
(maximum load, number of empty bins, etc.) is a well studied topic
in probability theory.

The figure is taken from a manuscript titled “Balls and Bins – A Tutorial”,

by Berthold Vöcking (Universität Dortmund). 20 / 53



Maximum Expected Collision Sizes (Reminder)

It is known that

• If n <
√
m, the expected maximal capacity (in a single slot) is 1,

i.e. we expect no collisions at all.

• If n = m1−ε, 0 < ε < 1/2, the expected maximal capacity (in a
single slot) is O(1/ε).

• If n = m, the expected maximal capacity (in a single slot) is
lnn/ ln lnn.

• If n > m, the expected maximal capacity (in a single slot) is
n/m + lnn/ ln lnn.
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Measuring Collisions’ Sizes

We will now run some experiments, primarily measuring maximal load
for tables of size m = 106, and different number of inserted items,
n = m1/2,m2/3,m3/4,m4/5,m5/6,m6/7,m7/8,m8/9.

For every such size, n, we repeat this experiment t = 10 times, in
order to have some statistical meaning to the outcomes.

Note that the keys, namely the students’ names, are chosen anew, at
random, in every experiment.

The maximal load is a random variable whose value we expect to
vary from one run to the next. Yet, we expect the fluctuations to be
fairly moderate: These random variables tend to concentrate
narrowly around their mean value.
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Measuring Collisions’ Sizes: Python Code
This code prepares an empty hash table of size m. It then generates n
random items (n = m1/2,m2/3,m3/4,m4/5,m5/6,m6/7,m7/8,m8/9),
inserts them to the table, and measures the maximal loads.
def sublinear_simulation(t,m=10**6 ,f=hash):

""" performs hashing t times for m slots and

n=m**(1- epsilon), epsilon = 1/2 ,1/3 ,... ,1/9

measures maximal load and multiplicity of occurance """

modulus=next_prime(m)

loads =[[int(m**(1 -1/(2+i)))] for i in range (8)]

# initiate list to contain intended values of n

for i in range (8):

for times in range(t):

students_list=students(int(m**(1 -1/(2+i))))

# new students ’ list of size m**(1 -(1/2+i))

table=hash_table(modulus) # restart hash table

for s in students_list:

insert(s,table ,func=f)

loads[i]. append(max_load(table )) # add load to loads

return loads

>>> loads=sublinear_simulation (10,m=10**6)

Repeat the experiment t=10 times for m = 106 and each value of
n = m1−ε, where ε = 1/2, 1/3, . . . , 1/8, 1/9.
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Actual Collision Sizes - No. Keys Sublinear in Table Size
>>> for i in range (8): # from n=m**(1 -1/2) to n=m**(1 -1/9)

print(loads[i]) # first element in each list equals n

[1000, (1, 1000), (2, 3), (2, 1), (1, 1000) , (1, 1000) , (1, 1000),

(1, 1000), (2, 3), (1, 1000), (2, 1)] # n=m**(1/2)

[10000 , (3, 1), (2, 48), (2, 53), (3, 1), (3, 1), (2, 68), (2, 44),

(3, 1), (2, 59), (2, 57)] # n=m**(2/3))

[31622 , (3, 6), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 1), (3, 2), (3, 5), (3, 4),

(3, 5), (3, 8), (3, 5)] # n=m**(3/4)

[63095 , (4, 1), (3, 44), (3, 36), (4, 1), (5, 1), (3, 53), (4, 1),

(4, 1), (3, 46), (4, 1)] # n=m**(4/5)

[100000 , (4, 4), (4, 3), (4, 6), (4, 4), (5, 1), (4, 4), (4, 4),

(4, 4),(4, 5), (4, 7)] # n=m**(5/6)

[138949 , (4, 15), (4, 19), (4, 9), (4, 11), (4, 14), (5, 1),

(4, 16), (5, 1), (4, 12), (5, 1)] # n=m**(6/7)

[177827 , (6, 1), (4, 34), (5, 2), (5, 1), (5, 1), (4, 30), (5, 3),

(4, 31), (5, 1), (5, 2)] # n=m**(7/8)

[215443 , (5, 1), (5, 3), (5, 1), (5, 5), (6, 1), (5, 4), (5, 3),

(5, 6), (5, 2), (5, 2)] # n=m**(8/9)

Note (a) substantial concentration, (b) when the load turns lower
than “expected”, the number of slots attaining it is usually higher.
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Collision Sizes, Again - No. Keys Sublinear in Table Size

>>> for i in range (8): # from n=m**(1 -1/2) to n=m**(1 -1/9)

print(loads[i]) # first element in each list equals n

[1000, (1, 1000), (2, 2), (1, 1000), (1, 1000), (2, 1),

(1, 1000), (1, 1000), (2, 1), (1, 1000), (2, 2)]

[10000 , (2, 52), (2, 51), (2, 56), (2, 62), (2, 46),

(2, 43), (2, 52), (2, 46), (3, 1), (2, 40)]

[31622 , (3, 3), (3, 11), (3, 5), (3, 1), (3, 4), (3, 5),

(3, 4), (3, 4), (3, 4), (3, 8)]

[63095 , (3, 33), (4, 1), (4, 2), (3, 33), (5, 1), (3, 44),

(4, 1), (3, 53), (3, 45), (5, 1)]

[100000 , (4, 4), (4, 6), (5, 1), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 3),

(4, 6), (4, 5), (5, 1), (4, 3)]

[138949 , (4, 18), (4, 14), (5, 1), (5, 1), (4, 15), (5, 1),

(4, 14), (4, 18), (4, 16), (4, 15)]

[177827 , (4, 32), (4, 29), (4, 41), (5, 2), (4, 39),

(5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 2)]

[215443 , (5, 4), (5, 2), (5, 2), (5, 5), (5, 2), (5, 1),

(5, 2), (5, 1), (5, 3), (5, 4)]

Note (a) substantial concentration, (b) when the load turns lower
than “expected”, the number of slots attaining it is usually higher.
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Measuring Collision Sizes, n = m: Code

We will now run some experiments, measuring maximal load for
tables of size m = 106, and number of keys n = m. We repeat this
experiment t = 10 times, in order to have some statistical meaning to
the outcome. Recall that we expect the maximal load to be
lnn/ ln lnn.

def linear_simulation(t,m=10**6 ,f=hash):

""" performs hashing t times for m slots and n=m .

measures maximal load and multiplicity of occurance """

modulus=next_prime(m)

loads=[m]

for i in range(t):

students_list=students(m)

# new students ’ list of size m

table=hash_table(modulus) # restart hash table

for s in students_list:

insert(s,table ,func=f)

loads.append(max_load(table)) # add load to loads

return loads
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Actual Collision Sizes, n = m

>>> linear_simulation (10) # n=m=1000000

[1000000 ,

(9, 1), (9, 1), (8, 12), (9, 3), (8, 9),

(9, 1), (10, 1), (9, 1), (9, 1), (9, 1)]

Again, note the substantial concentration – maximum load is either
10 (1 time), 9 (7 times) or 8 (2 times). As before, when the load
turns lower (8 in this case), the number of slots attaining it is higher
(9 and 12).

How is the outcome compared to the theoretical bound, lnn/ ln lnn?
Let the interpreter do the calculation

>>> import math

>>> def ln(n): return math.log(n,math.e)

>>> ln (10**6)/ ln(ln (10**6))

5.261464353591485

Execution time here is quite high. For example, these 10 executions
took well over 7 minutes. Most time is taken by the randomized
generation of names, IDs, and grades.
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Measuring Collision Sizes, n = 5 ·m: Code

We will now run some experiments, measuring maximal load for
tables of size m = 106, and number of keys n = 5 ·m. We repeat
this experiment t = 10 times, in order to have some statistical
meaning to the outcome. Recall that we expect the maximal load to
be (m/n) + lnn/ ln lnn = 5 + lnn/ ln lnn.

def super_linear_simulation(t,m=10**6 ,f=hash):

""" performs hashing t times for m slots and n=5*m .

measures maximal load and multiplicity of occurance """

modulus=next_prime(m)

loads=[m]

for i in range(t):

students_list=students (5*m)

# new students ’ list of size m

table=hash_table(modulus) # restart hash table

for s in students_list:

insert(s,table ,func=f)

loads.append(max_load(table)) # add load to loads

return loads
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Actual Collision Sizes, n = 5 ·m

>>> super_linear_simulation (10,m=10**5)

[100000 , (16, 1), (17, 2), (17, 4), (17, 1), (17, 2),

(18, 2), (17, 1), (17, 3), (17, 1), (17, 2)]

Again, note the substantial concentration – maximum load is either
16 (1 time), 17 (8 times) or 18 (1 time).

How is the outcome compared to the theoretical bound,
5 + lnn/ ln lnn? Again, let the interpreter do the calculation

>>> import math

>>> 5+ln (10**5)/ ln(ln (10**5))

9.711710714547694

Execution time here is quite high. For example, these 10 executions
took well over 12 minutes.
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Find, Insert, Delete, with Hash Tables

We have implemented the operations insert and find.

We deliberately did not implement deletion. But by now, this should
be an easy exercise for you.
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Two Approaches for Dealing with Collisions:
(2) Open Addressing

In open addressing, each slot in the hash table contains at most one
item. This obviously implies that n cannot be larger than m.
Furthermore, an item will typically not stay statically in the slot
where it “tried” to enter, or where it was placed initially. Instead, it
may be moved a few times around.

Open addressing is important in hardware applications where devices
have many slots but each can only store one item. Fast switches and
high capacity routers are examples for this.
There are many approaches to open addressing. We will describe a
fairly recent one, termed cuckoo hashing (Pagh and Rodler, 2001).
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And Now to Something Somewhat Different:
Cuckoo Hashing

”It was so kind of you to come!
And you are very nice!”
The Carpenter said nothing but
”Cut us another slice:
I wish you were not quite so deaf–
I’ve had to ask you twice!”

”It seems a shame,” the Walrus said,
”To play them such a trick,
After we’ve brought them out so far,
And made them trot so quick!”
The Carpenter said nothing but
”The butter’s spread too thick!”

Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There:

Lewis Carroll, 1871.
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Cuckoo Hashing: Motivation
We saw that for hashing with chaining, if n ≤ m, hashing with
chaining guarantees that insertion, deletion, and find are carried out
in expected time O(1) per operation, and with high probability
(probability is over choices of inputs) O(log n/ log logn) per
operation. (The worst case time is O(n) per operation.)

In certain scenarios (e.g. fast routers in large internet nodes) we want
find to run with high probability in O(1) time. (The worst case time
is still O(n) per operation.)

Compare O(1) time with high probability to O(1) expected time of
hashing with chaining.

Cuckoo hashing achieves this, but there are two prices to pay:

• Instead of n ≤ m, we require n ≤ 7m/8, or n ≤ 3m/4, or
n ≤ m/2, or even n ≤ m/3.

• insert may take somewhat longer time.
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Cuckoo Hashing

Cuckoo hashing uses two distinct hash functions, h1 and h2
(improved versions use four, six, or eight, but the idea is the same).

Each key, k, has two potential slots in the hash table, h1(k) and
h2(k). If we search for k, all we have to do is look for it in these two
locations (no chains here – at most one item per slot).

It is slightly more involved to insert a record whose key is k.
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Cuckoo Hashing

It is slightly more involved to insert a record whose key is k.

• If any of the two slots, h1(k) or h2(k) is empty, k is inserted
there.

• If both slots are full, pick one of the two occupants, say `. Place
k in `’s current slot.

• Assume this was location h1(`). Place ` in its other slot, h2(`).

• If that slot was empty, we are done.

• Otherwise, the slot is occupied by some g. Place this g in its
other slot, potentially kicking its present occupant, etc., etc.,
until we find an empty slot.
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Cuckoo Hashing: Examples

(modified from a ppt presentation by Michael Mitzenmacher, Harvard Univ.)

The two rows correspond to the same chunk of memory. The top row
corresponds to the mapping according to h1(k), the bottom to h2(k).
Arrows indicate where key k will move if bumped from its current
location.
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Cuckoo Hashing: Examples

(modified from a ppt presentation by Michael Mitzenmacher, Harvard Univ.)
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Cuckoo Hashing

In the last example, we have reached a cycle: Any of these nine items
we try to insert when the other eight are already present kicks out
another item, and we are in a non ending loop. This obviously is very
bad news for our cuckoo hashing.

The underlying reason for such deadlock is that we got nine items, A,
B, C, D, E, F,G, H, I, such that the union of all their potential
locations is just eight slots.

Notice that this is not a very likely event. With very high probability,
the eighteen values (18 = 9 · 2) h1(A), h1(B), ..., h1(I),
h2(A), h2(B), ..., h2(I) will attain more than just eight distinct values
(which is why we got stuck in that the last example).
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Cuckoo Hashing, cont.

Another possible problem is that there will be no cycle, but the path
leading to the successful insertions will be very long.

Fortunately, such unfortunate cases occur with very low probability
when the load factor, i.e. n/m, is sufficiently low. The common
recommendation for two hash functions, h1(·), h2(·), is to have
n/m < 1/2. (More hash functions enable a higher load factor.)

A theoretical solution: In case of failure (or very long path), rehash
using “fresh hash functions”.

A more practical solution: Maintain a very small excess zone (e.g. 32
excess slots for a hash table with m=10000 slots) and place items
“causing trouble” there.
If regular search (applying h1(x), h2(x)) fails, search the excess zone
as well.
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Cuckoo Hashing in the Real World

The load factor has to be smaller than 1. Yet a small load factor, say
n/m < 1/2, is a waste of resources.

In high performance routers, for example, most operations (including
the hashing) are done in silico, by the hardware. The critical resource
is memory area within the chip. Low load factor means wasted area.

Instead of just 2 hash functions, 4 to 8 hash functions are utilized.
This allows to increase the load factor to n/m = 3/4 or even
n/m = 7/8.

Suppose we use 4 hash functions, h1(·), h2(·), h3(·), h4(·). Given an
element, x, that we wish to insert, we first check if any of the four
locations h1(x), h2(x), h3(x), h4(x) is free.
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Cuckoo Hashing in the Real World, cont.

If these 4 locations are all taken, let a, b, c, d be the four elements in
the above mentioned locations, respectively.

Look, for example, at a. If one of the locations h1(a), h2(a), h3(a),
h4(a) is free, we move a there, and put x in its place. If not, we do
the same with respect to b, then c, then d.

If all these are taken (4 + 4 · 3 = 16 different locations, typically), we
go one more level down this search tree (12 · 3 = 36 additional
locations, typically), we give up on x and put it in the garbage bin
(read “excess zone”).

With very high probability, the small excess zone does not fill up.
After removing elements from the table, we could try re-inserting
such x to the hash table.
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Designing Distinct Hash Functions

Recall that the goal of designing a hash functions is that they map
most sets of keys such that the maximal number of collisions is small.

When having more than one hash functions, we have the additional
goal that the different functions map same keys approximately
independently. In Python, we could try variants of good ole hash.
For example:

def hash0(x):

return hash("0"+str(x))

def hash1(x):

return hash("1"+str(x))

def hash2(x):

return hash(str(x)+"2")

def hash3(x):

return hash(str(x)+"3")
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Designing Distinct Hash Functions

A reminder concerning str (mapping objects to representing strings):

>>> [str(i) for i in range (10 ,20)]

[’10’, ’11’, ’12’, ’13’, ’14’, ’15’, ’16’, ’17’, ’18’, ’19’]

>>> str (2.2)

’2.2’

>>> str("2.2")

’2.2’

And now applying the four functions on a small domain:

>>> for f in (hash0 ,hash1 ,hash2 ,hash3):

print([f(i) %23 for i in range (10 ,20)])

[ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]

[ 3, 2, 5, 4, 22, 21, 1, 0, 11, 10]

[12, 5, 17, 10, 16, 9, 7, 0, 10, 22]

[13, 4, 18, 9, 17, 8, 8, 22, 11, 21]

Random? Independent? Mixing well? You be the judges.
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Cuckoo Hashing: Python Implementation and Analysis

Left for a recitation and/or home assignment (with non-negligible
probability).
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Hash Functions: Wrap Up

• Hash functions map large domains X to smaller ranges Y.

• Example: h : {0, 1, . . . , p2} 7→ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1},
defined by h(x) = a · x+ b mod p.

• Hash tables are extensively used for searching.

• If the range is larger than the domain, there will surely be
collisions (x 6= y with h(x) = h(y)). For example, in the
example above, if x1 = x2(mod p) then h(x1) = h(x2).

• If the range size is larger than the square root of the domain
size, there will be collisions with high probability.

• A good hash function should create few collisions for most
subsets of the domain (“few” is relative to size of subset).
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Using Hash Functions and Tables: Wrap Up

• We explained chaining as a way to resolve collisions.

• In the data structures course, you will see additional collisions
resolution means – open addressing, double hashing, etc.

• We also studied the paradigm of cuckoo hashing, using two hash
functions h1(), h2() (or four, or eight).

• Cuckoo hashing is aimed at a constant time find operation, with
high probability, at the cost of a slightly longer insert operation.
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